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Dan-Am How-To Books and DVDs
How-To DVD's and Books

CDMH1 Beginning Airbrush Techniques for the Automotive Painter:
Gun control is essential to achieve professional results; this DVD will get you started right away. This DVD will 
show you what to practice to gain gun control. Learn the proper way to disassemble, clean and re-assemble 
your airbrush. Mickey will take you through a project rendering of a granite panel to demonstrate dimension. 
Approx. *** minutes

CDMH2 Woodgrain Techniques
Mickey’s fun loving and engaging teaching style will show you all the latest tricks for automotive woodgraining. 
Learn the fastest techniques to airbrush knots and knot holes, heavy woodgrain, barn wood, carvings in wood, 
and tongue and groove. Also cabinet doors and a boss hoss dash demo.   Approx. *** minutes
All the latest tricks and techniques for automotive WOODGRAINING!

CDMH3  Prepare to Become a Master of Metal:
Mickey will show you techniques, tips, and tricks that will have you painting rivets and metal like a master. Top-
ics covered in this DVD include a demo of the “Resident Evil” car and a Craftsman Series race truck. Mickey 
will also show you how to do rivets, dents, rips, grinder marks, and distressing. Approx. *** minutes

430151 Kustom Painting Secrets by Jon Kosmoski
Jon Kosmoski has once again teamed up with Tim Remus at Wolfgang Publications, Inc to produce a great 
new How-To book.  He starts with the basics of how to set up a shop, pick a compressor and plumb in new 
airlines.  He covers modern paint technology, and the right equipment to use.  
Full of great colored pictures of many of his own latest projects, and those of others.  It is 144 pages con-
taining a lifetime of Jon’s Experience.  This is a great book for any painter, and will be a great addition to 
any vocational schools must-read list.

MW140 How to Paint Your Motorcycle by JoAnn Bortles,
Author JoAnn Bortles covers the latest painting techniques; painting flames, skulls, and murals; candy and 
pearl paints; and also explains the latest paints and finishes. Even if you don’t paint your own bike, this book 
will provide the information you need to have a professional painter do exactly what you want.

MW167 How to Custom Paint Your Motorcycle by JoAnn Bortles
Author JoAnn Bortles teaches the art of motorcycle painting from top to bottom, from matte black to candy 
coats, metallic, marbleizing, granites, and more. Bortles explains bodywork and molding techniques, setting up 
your paint area, buying and maintaining your equipment, and choosing the correct paints and finishes

MW222 How to Custom Paint Your Car by JoAnn Bortles
Whether you’re flaming a hot rod, putting skulls on a classic lowrider, or simply coating your automobile in a 
shiny pearl or candy, this book will walk you through every step of the process. Step-by-step, learn how to set 
up your workshop, choose your tools, and prep your car. Then, from simple to the extraordinary, start working 
with custom colors, flames, metallic, marbles, custom graphics, and pinstriping

MW237 How to Master Airbrush Painting Techniques by JoAnn Bortles
Expert custom painter and author JoAnn Bortles takes the beginner through the first steps of becoming an 
airbrush artist. She starts by explaining how to choose and buy equipment, how to master strokes and air 
pressure, and the materials and accessories a painter will need. And when you’re ready to move on to por-
traits, metal effects, complex stencils, landscapes and more, Bortles gives you the tools to tackle more difficult 
projects.

145419 How To Custom Paint Cars, Trucks and Motorcycles by JoAnn Bortles
If you’re planning a custom build or a new paint job for your favorite ride, this is the place to start. Award-
winning painter and author JoAnn Bortles has compiled over 750 photos of dazzling custom paint jobs and 
drawing on first-hand experience, JoAnn explains the nature of color, graphic patterns, what’s pleasing to the 
eye and what isn’t, and how to make the right choice in custom paint.

Paintable Mini Hoods
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Ready to paint, miniature aluminum hood.    Approx. size: 24"w x 30"h

Mini-Mini hood, DanAm aluminum miniature hood ready for painting,  

little smaller than the miniature hood above   Approx. size: 14.75" w x 13.10" h


